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What a powerful demon soul…
Seeing Bai Yunfei’s palm strike, Gong Ao was startled, and then he held the golden
spear to meet him. At this time, Gong Ao, because of the fierce battle for several days
and nights, Yuan Ao The power of God has consumed a lot, so at this time, facing Bai
Yunfei, he did not dare to be careless, and urged all the power to resist!
Bang!
The next second, the palm force slapped the golden spear fiercely, Gong Ao only felt a
terrifying force coming, groaned, and the volley was knocked back dozens of steps.
Mad!
Stabilizing his figure, Gong Ao was extremely frightened and stared at Bai Yunfei.
If it wasn’t for the power of the primordial spirit that was consumed before, he would not
have been defeated in the first round, but I have to say that Bai Yunfei’s strength is
really strong.
At this moment, Bai Yunfei hovered proudly in the air, nodded at Gong Ao and said, “As
expected of a special envoy from God’s Domain, he can actually block my demon soul
power!”
Huhu!
The voice fell, Bai Yunfei raised his right hand slowly, and saw a blood-red long knife
slowly condensing.
This long knife is more than three meters long, narrow and sharp, and it is the power of
the devil’s soul condensed.
In the past few days, Bai Yunfei has received the guidance of Demon Lord Gone, and
has comprehended the power of the Demon Soul in his body, which has improved
several realms, and his strength is even more terrifying than before.
Although this blood-colored long knife was formed by the power of the demon soul, it
was like a substance. The moment it appeared, within a thousand meters of it, a
bloodthirsty aura was instantly shrouded in it.
call!

At this moment, whether it was Gong Ao or the elites of the Heavenly Dao League
below, they couldn’t help gasping for air.
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“Take the call, Your Excellency Special Envoy!”
The corners of Bai Yunfei’s mouth twitched, and he said something coldly. With a
sudden wave of the blood-colored long saber in his hand, he saw a blood-colored saber
light, tearing apart the world, and slashing towards Gong Ao.
Wherever the sword light passed, the world seemed to be split into two halves.
Gudong!
Feeling the terrifying power of the sword light, Gong Ao swallowed his saliva, and
before he could think about it, he hurriedly mobilized all the power of his primordial
spirit, and placed the golden spear in front of him in an attempt to block the blow!
Bang!
The blood-colored sword slashed on the golden spear, and he heard a roar that shook
the heavens and the earth. He saw the golden spear in Gong Ao’s hand shattered
instantly, and he groaned, and was sent flying. Going out, he flew a few hundred meters
away, and finally hit the cliff before falling heavily.
After fighting fiercely with the Ouyang family for several days and nights, Gong Ao had
consumed a lot of his Primordial Spirit power. At this time, facing Bai Yunfei’s full
outburst, he couldn’t resist it at all.
This…. Seeing this scene, the surrounding Tiandao League disciples couldn’t help but
gasped, and all of them were dumbfounded.
In just two rounds, His Excellency the Special Envoy was hit hard.
This Bai Yunfei’s strength is too terrifying.
With a smile on his face, Bai Yunfei ordered Ji Hongshang: “Take this Gong Ao for me,
and take it back to Your Majesty Mozun to send it.”
“Yes, Sect Master!”
Ji Hongshang responded and immediately commanded His subordinates tied Gong Ao
Wuhua.
At this moment, on the other side of the battlefield.

Wen Chou Chou, Ye Zhi Xin and the others had also consumed a lot of internal energy,
but at this time, under the siege of Nalan Wushuang and the elite disciples of Xia
Yinzong, they fought back.
bang bang bang…
In less than five minutes, Wen Chou Chou and the others were hit hard and lost their
combat effectiveness one by one.
“Haha…”
Seeing this scene, Bai Yunfei smiled and said to Nalan Wushuang: “As expected of the
Xia Yinzong, they caught Wen Chou Chou so quickly.”
“Miss Nalan, I, Bai Yunfei, have nothing to say, Yue Feng and you have a grudge
against you for killing your mother, so these people from the Ouyang family will be
handed over to you!”
After saying this, Bai Yunfei turned and left.
Hu….
Watching Bai Yunfei leave, Nalan Wushuang let out a light sigh of relief, then looked
around, his eyes swept coldly over Wen Chou Chou and the others, his delicate face
was full of killing intent.
The next second, Nalan Wushuang directed at the surrounding disciples of the Xia Yin
Sect and issued an order: “Cut off all their heads.”
His mother was killed by Yue Feng, and Wen Chou Chou belonged to Yue Feng.
Family, don’t kill them, it’s hard to solve the hatred in my heart.
Swish shh…
The voice fell, and dozens of elite disciples of Xia Yinzong drew out their long knives in
unison, and slashed towards the Wen Chou Chou crowd.
Done!
At this moment, Wen Chou Chou, Ye Zhi Xin and the others all turned pale and closed
their eyes in despair.
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“Wait!”

Seeing that Wen Chou Chou was about to die under the sword, just at this critical
moment, Elder Feng walked over quickly and stopped those Xia Yin Sect disciples.
Elder Feng is the head of the four elders, and has a high prestige in Xia Yinzong.
Seeing him speak, the disciples of Xia Yinzong all stopped.
Nalan Wushuang frowned: “Elder Feng, what are you doing?”
Elder Feng took a deep breath, first looked at Wen Chou Chou, and slowly responded:
“Sect Master, blood revenge must be avenged, but killing the former Sect Master It’s
Yue Feng. The so-called grievances have their heads, debts have their owners, and the
head should not be reckless.”
After speaking, the elder Feng thought for a while, and continued: “The best way is to
use Ouyang to see the head but not the tail of Yue Feng Shenlong. The family led him
out, if we kill them, we will be passive.”
When he said this, Elder Feng looked serious.
You must know that Elder Feng had fought against Yue Feng ten days ago, and even
Yue Feng’s strength.
If Wen Chou Chou and everyone were beheaded, Yue Feng would definitely go mad.
No one in Xia Yin Zong could cure him. It would be better to use Wen Chou Chou and
everyone as a threat. In this case, Yue Feng had concerns in his heart, and it would be
much easier to deal with him. .
This….
Hearing this, Nalan Wushuang’s beautiful face revealed a bit of complexity, and he
pondered.
A few seconds later, Nalan Wushuang nodded and said, “Okay, let’s leave these people
alive for the time being and put them all in the Houshan cave.”
Seriously, Nalan Wushuang really wanted to kill Wen Chou Chou and the others
immediately. But what Elder Feng said was right. Yue Feng’s whereabouts were erratic.
Once Wen Chou Chou was killed, there was no way to force Yue Feng to show up.
Back Mountain Cave?
Seeing Nalan Wushuang’s arrangement, Elder Feng was stunned for a moment, and
then smiled and praised: “This method is good.”

In the forbidden area of the back mountain of Xia Yinzong, there is a hole in which a
dragon lives, and recently, it is During the critical period of Jiaolong’s cultivation, it
continued to devour the power of human practitioners.
In this case, Wen Chou Chou and everyone are locked in the underground cave, and
they will definitely be swallowed up by the dragon, and at that time, they will all become
crippled.
In this way, Xia Yinzong not only vented his anger, but also did not have to worry about
the death of Wen Chou Chou and others, and he could use them to lead Yue Feng to
appear. It really killed two birds with one stone.
Under the admiration, Elder Feng instructed the surrounding Xiayin Sect disciples to
rush towards the Xiayin Sect’s main altar with the Wen Chou Chou crowd.
Phew…
At this moment, whether it was Wen Chou Chou, Ren Yingying, Ye Zhi Xin and the
others, they were not happy because they had temporarily saved their lives, but they
had unspeakable doubts in their hearts.
Fengzi killed Na Lanqing, the former head of Xia Yinzong?
How is this possible? Fengzi went to God’s Domain and hasn’t come back yet, how
could he kill Nalanqing?
There must be a secret in this.
Thinking of this, Wen Chou Chou couldn’t help shouting: “Miss Nalan, Feng Zi went to
God’s Domain a week ago. It is absolutely impossible to kill your former head. There
must be a misunderstanding.” The
voice fell, Ren Yingying And others, also nodded.
“Shut up!”
However, Nalan Wushuang couldn’t listen to her at all, so she gave a coquettish shout
and said coldly, “Yue Feng pretended to be a man in black and knocked my mother off
the cliff. Many people in the Five Poison Sect saw it.
” In the entire Kyushu, there are only a handful of people who can knock my mother off
the cliff, so you don’t have to make excuses for Yue Feng.”
Five Poison Sect?

Hearing this, Wen Chou Chou and everyone looked at each other in dismay, feeling
more and more strange.
Later, Wen Chou Chou wanted to defend Yue Feng, but seeing Nalan Wushuang’s
frosty look, he held back.
After several hours of trekking, Wen Chou Chou and the others were finally taken to the
entrance of the Back Mountain Cave of Xia Yinzong.
Huh….
At this moment, seeing the huge underground hole in front of them, everyone Chou
Chou and Wen Chou felt an inexplicable heart palpitation, especially the dangerous
aura coming from the bottom of the underground hole, which made people feel chills in
their hearts.
“Roar!”
Just when everyone was inexplicably nervous, they heard a roar that shocked the soul!
At the same time, the dangerous aura that pervaded the cave became even stronger!
This roar…
Hearing the roar, Wen Chou Chou, Ren Yingying and the others looked at each other,
all of them were pale and their backs were cold.
They could all feel that an extremely ferocious beast was imprisoned under the cave.
Moreover, the strength is extremely powerful.
Under the shock, everyone in Wen Chou Chou’s heart beat faster and their blood
boiled.
“Get off!”
At this time, under Nalan Wushuang’s signal, dozens of Xia Yin Sect disciples came
over and kicked Wen Chou Chou down.
Wen Chou Chou and everyone were all tied up with five flowers, and they didn’t have
time to react, and they fell down one after another.
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Huhuhu…

For a while, I heard the wind whistling in my ears, and the hearts of Wen Chou Chou all
mentioned their throats.
This hole is so deep, will you fall to your death?
Putong putong…
Finally, after more than ten seconds, Wen Chou Chou and the others finally reached the
bottom of the cave, and they were lucky.
But even so, the huge impact still made Wen Chou Chou see gold stars in everyone’s
eyes, and the blood in the body was churning.
“Is everyone all right?”
After a few seconds, Wen Chou Chou took the lead to slow down, looked around, and
asked.
hiss!
It was at this moment, seeing the situation not far away, Wen Chou Chou trembled all
over, couldn’t help taking a breath, and the whole person was dumbfounded.
“We’re all right!”
“What’s the matter, Brother Wen?”
Everyone responded, and at the same time seeing Wen Chou Chou looking different,
they hurriedly asked, and at the same time, they looked forward. At this sight,
everyone’s legs were weak. Cold sweat broke out.
I saw a huge figure entrenched in the shadow not far away.
The nearly 100-meter-long body is entrenched there, like a hill, covered with black and
red scales, and has two horns on the top of its head.
It is a Flood Dragon!
This….
seeing this Jiaolong, whether it is Wen Chou Chou or Ren Ying Ying, everyone is
stunned, and their heads are buzzing.
There is actually a Jiaolong hidden in the back mountain of this Xia Yinzong?

At this time, the ugly and ugly people clearly felt that the flood dragon in front of them
was much more powerful than the flood dragon seen in the wild and strange realm ten
years ago.
“I didn’t expect that so many people would suddenly come to such a desolate and
hidden place!”
Just when Wen Chou Chou was secretly shocked, a low voice suddenly came from the
front.
Um?
Who is speaking?
Wen Chou Chou and Ye Zhi Xin all trembled in their hearts, and at the same time they
looked up, and they were all stunned.
I saw the Jiaolong who was entrenched in front, his eyes flickering, his bloody mouth
opened wide, and he spit out a paragraph: “Xia Yinzong is really kind to me, knowing
that I am about to turn a Jiaolong into a dragon, I sent so many. Cultivator, let me
absorb strength, hahaha…”
When he said this, Jiaolong’s eyes flashed with endless excitement.
I go!
It turned out that this Jiaolong spoke.
At this moment, whether it was Wen Chou Chou, Ren Yingying, Ye Zhi Xin and others,
they were all shocked, and at the same time, they were also a little unwilling.
If this Flood Dragon absorbs the power, everyone will become a cripple, it is better to
die directly.
“Brother Wen!”
Everyone was silent for a moment. Finally, Dasheng Sun reacted and couldn’t help
shouting: “We have been in the arena for so many years, when have we been so
useless? Isn’t it just a dragon? Let’s fight it.”
“If If you really die here, Fengzi will also avenge us!”
Ye Zhixin and the others also agreed.
“Yes, let’s unite as one, we will die with dignity.”

“If we really die, Yue Feng will also avenge us.”
At this time, when everyone said this, their faces were serious, but their hearts were full
of fears. Extremely sad.
Gathering near the Five Poison Sect before, he wanted to capture Bai Yunfei and
eliminate the harm of Kyushu, but he never thought that Gong Ao would lead the
Heavenly Dao League to besiege the Ouyang family for his own selfish interests, so
much so that Bai Yunfei sat on the throne of the fisherman. profit.
Up to now, everyone has been trapped in this cave, facing the danger of being
swallowed by the dragon.
“Okay!”
Hearing this, Wen Chou Chou pondered for a while and nodded his head: “Since
everyone has decided this way, let’s fight!” After the words fell, Wen Chou Chou
clenched his fists and prepared to deal with the dragon in front of him with everyone. .
The atmosphere suddenly became tense.
However, in the face of the crowd who were ready to go, Jiaolong did not intend to do
anything, his eyes twinkled with complexity.
“Everyone!” In the
next second, Jiaolong’s eyes swept over everyone, and finally fell on Yue Feng: “You
mentioned a man named Yue Feng, what is your relationship with him?”
When asking this, Jiaolong’s eyes were full of eyes. urgent.
You must know that Jiaolong’s breakthrough reached a bottleneck some time ago, and
it was entirely due to Yue Feng’s use of his own bird ancestors to help him successfully
break through. Because of this, Jiaolong regarded Yue Feng as a benefactor.
Under such circumstances, Jiaolong was naturally excited when he heard Wen Chou
Chou mention Yue Feng.
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Huh?
Hearing this, Wen Chou Chou and everyone looked at each other and were a little
puzzled.
Does this Jiaolong know Fengzi?

At this time, Wen Chou Chou did not know that Yue Feng was caught in Xia Yin Zong
before, and Nalan Wushuang pushed Yue Feng down a deep valley in order to retaliate.
In doubt, Ren Yingying summoned her courage, took a step forward, and said to
Jiaolong: “Of course I know Yue Feng, he is my man!” The
voice fell, and Sun Dasheng also stepped forward: “That is my sworn brother!”
“Hahaha…”
Hearing this, Jiaolong was stunned for a moment, then he opened his mouth wide and
laughed loudly: “Haha… It turns out that you are all Yue Feng’s relatives and friends,
since that’s the case, you don’t want to. I’m nervous, we are really flooded with the
Dragon King Temple, the family doesn’t know the family anymore…”
A family?
Hearing this, Wen Chou Chou and everyone were stunned.
This….what’s the situation?
Seeing everyone’s doubts, Jiaolong smiled and said, “I am dissatisfied with all of you. I
encountered a bottleneck before breaking through, and it was all due to Yue Feng…”
After that, Jiaolong explained the situation at that time in detail.
It turned out to be so.
Knowing the situation, Wen Chou Chou and everyone suddenly realized, and then they
all smiled.
Haha…. I thought this time was dead, but who would have thought that it would turn a
misfortune into a blessing.
The next second, Ren Yingying took a step forward and said to Jiaolong: “In this case,
you help us get out of here, it is also a repayment for Yue Feng’s help before.” The
voice fell, and everyone around nodded.
This…
Jiaolong hesitated for a moment, wondering: “Everyone, I’m in a critical period now.
After breaking through the bottleneck, I’ve been waiting for the arrival of the thunder
tribulation, so I can’t leave for the time being.”

It was right, Yue Feng helped it break through . When the bottleneck is reached, it is the
last step to cross the robbery and transform into a dragon. Tribulation is the last
catastrophe that every spirit beast has endured.
This cave has a special geographical location. When the thunder tribulation arrives,
Jiaolong can use this cave to disperse the power of the thunder tribulation. Therefore,
Jiaolong did not dare to leave this place easily.
Hearing this, Ren Yingying and Wen Chou Chou were a little disappointed.
“Everyone!”
At this time, Jiaolong continued: “Don’t worry, as long as I successfully survive the
thunder tribulation and transform into a dragon, I will definitely take you out of here
safely. I see your situation, it should have just gone through a big battle, You are all very
weak, why don’t you take this opportunity to rest and recover here, just in time, I can
also protect the Dharma for you.”
Phew…
Seeing that Jiaolong’s attitude is so sincere, Wen Chou Chou and everyone can’t say
anything else, sitting there cross-legged, Begin retreat to recover.
…
the other side! Xi Cang Continent!
Located dozens of miles northwest of the imperial city, there is a small town called
Caiyun Town with beautiful scenery.
At this time, in a restaurant in Caiyun Town, Yue Feng and Yutong Xianweng were
sitting there, enjoying their drinks. The table in front of them was full of delicious food, all
of which were famous local dishes.
Half an hour ago, with the help of Yutong Xianweng, Yue Feng successfully returned to
the mainland of Kyushu and spread to the vicinity of Caiyun Town.
Yue Feng did what he said, and at that time he took Yutong Xianweng to the largest
restaurant in Caiyun Town and invited him to enjoy delicious food.
In Yue Feng’s heart, the colored glazed water has already been obtained, and Sun
Dasheng and Wen Xiaoyu are saved, and there is no need to worry about it.
On the other side of the table, sat a slender figure.

Wearing a bright yellow court dress, the facial features are exquisite, gorgeous and
moving, unbelievably beautiful, and the whole body is filled with a noble atmosphere
that cannot be desecrated.
It was Princess Dongling.
At this time, Princess Dongling was sitting there, her delicate face was full of
impatience, and she didn’t even look at the delicious food on the table. Heart is also
extremely anxious.
This Yue Feng did not rush to find Gong Ao with himself, but was drinking in the
restaurant.
It was so irritating.
Depressed, Princess Dongling wanted to scold Yue Feng, but because of the presence
of Yutong Xianweng, she held back.
“Oops!”
At this time, Yutong Xianweng took a sip of wine and said to Yue Feng with a smile: “I
didn’t expect that the fine wine from Kyushu is so mellow, this old man really didn’t
come for nothing.”
Yue Feng He smiled and said curiously, “Senior, as an immortal from outside the sky,
have you never been to the Kyushu Continent?”
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Yutong Xianweng stroked his beard, shook his head and said: “Of course I have been
here, but it was thousands of years ago. At that time, Kyushu was wild and tribal, and
you hit me everywhere, and I hit you. , at that time, wine had not been invented, let
alone such a rich food.”
So it is!
Hearing this, Yue Feng nodded suddenly, and then smiled: “Senior is finally here this
time, if the junior has time, I will definitely take you to taste the characteristics of other
places.”
“Okay…”
Yutong Xianweng is very Happy, and Yue Feng looked at each other and laughed.
Whoa!

Just as he was talking, he saw a few people walking into the restaurant and sitting not
far away. These people were obviously all from Jianghu.
As soon as they sat down, several people started talking.
“Have you heard? The Tiandao League and the Ouyang family are fighting!”
“Who doesn’t know about this? It is said that both sides will suffer. Later, that Bai Yunfei
brought people from the Five Poison Sect and joined forces with the Xia Yin Sect to
clean up the mess. What kind of God’s Domain special envoy Gong Ao was defeated by
Bai Yunfei in two moves.”
“I also heard that there seems to be some ancient poisonous scorpion… tens of
thousands of elites of the Heavenly Dao Alliance have become poisonous people.”
Swish!
Hearing this, Yue Feng was stunned.
The Heavenly Dao League besieged the Ouyang family? Haven’t they been searching
for Bai Yunfei’s whereabouts recently? Why are you fighting again?
At the same time, Princess Dongling trembled.
Gong Ao was injured by a man named Bai Yunfei? Are you seriously injured?
The next second, Princess Dongling stood up suddenly, walked over quickly, and asked
one of them, “How is Gong Ao now? Where is he now?”
Huh?
Seeing Princess Dongling coming over, several people in the arena who were
discussing were all stunned. The next second, they looked at Princess Dongling one by
one, and could no longer look away!
What a beautiful woman.
This kind of temperament is rare in the world.
Under the shock, several people couldn’t help but admire.
“Hey hey… our brothers are lucky today!”
“Yeah, I didn’t expect to meet such a top-notch beauty in such a remote town!”
“Listening to her tone, it seems to be from the Tiandao Alliance.. ..” During the

discussion, a man with a scar on his face looked at Princess Dongling with great
interest, and said with a smile: “Beauty, you are so nervous, that special envoy of the
Divine Realm, is it someone from the Tiandao Alliance? Since you asked us , to prove
that we are destined, you accompany us for a few drinks, and I will tell you the
whereabouts of Gong Ao, how?”
When he said this, the scar-faced man’s eyes kept wandering on Princess Dongling.
In his heart, the beautiful woman in front of him should be a high-level member of the
Tiandao Alliance. In the past, he would definitely avoid it, but now it is different. After
Gong Ao was captured by Bai Yunfei, the entire Tiandao Alliance was already in name
only, and he was not afraid at all. .
Haha…
The voice fell, and the others around also burst into laughter.
At this time, the eyes of these people were all on Princess Dongling, and they had not
noticed Yue Feng and Yutong Xianweng, otherwise, they would not dare to be so
presumptuous.
Swish!
At this moment, Princess Dongling’s delicate face suddenly flushed red, and she was
extremely embarrassed.
What a bunch of people who don’t have long eyes, how can you be so rude to you,
Princess Dongling, the daughter of Jiutian God?
“Looking for death!” The
cold words came out of Princess Dongling’s mouth. Immediately, the jade hand was
raised, and an invisible and powerful aura burst out, directly covering the face of the
man!
“Ah…” Before the
man with the face could react, he was knocked out and slammed into the wall not far
away. A mouthful of blood spurted out and he died.
This….
seeing this scene, several accomplices of the scar-faced man couldn’t help but gasped.
This woman is so terrifying!

Princess Dongling didn’t talk nonsense, looked around, and said to the nearest young
man: “I ask again, where is Gong Ao now?”
The young man was frightened and stammered: “I was caught by Bai Yunfei, now It
should be locked in the Five Poison Sect.”
“Where is the Five Poison Sect, do you know?” Princess Dongling suddenly became
anxious and asked quickly.
The young man nodded again and again: “I know!”
Princess Dongling did not hesitate, and said coldly: “Go, take me there!” The voice fell,
grabbed the young man, broke the window, flew into the sky, and disappeared in a blink
of an eye.
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In Princess Dongling’s heart, she originally wanted to let Yue Feng take herself to Gong
Ao, but when she arrived in Kyushu, Yue Feng’s unhurried attitude really made her
unbearable. At this time, she learned from others that Gong Ao The news, Princess
Dongling will naturally not miss the opportunity.
What the hell!
Watching Princess Dongling fly far away without discussing it with himself at all, Yue
Feng was stunned.
Yutong Xianweng looked indifferent, drank a glass of wine, and said to Yue Feng: “The
princess left without saying hello. It seems that in her heart, Gong Ao’s status is much
higher than yours.”
Uh …
Hearing this, Yue Feng was a little dumbfounded: “Senior, I said before that my
marriage with Princess Dongling was a complete misunderstanding. It’s normal for her
to not have me in her heart.”
After saying this, Yue Feng Slowly stood up and walked towards the few people who
were still in a daze not far away.
“I’m asking you!” When he
got to the front, Yue Feng asked, “How is the situation of the Ouyang family now?”

Yue Feng thought about it, since Princess Dongling went to save Gong Ao, let her go,
and let her deal with Bai Yunfei, You can save yourself a lot of things.
What I want to do now is the safety of the Ouyang family.
Yue Feng?
At this moment, several people realized that the people sitting next door turned out to
be the famous heroes of Kyushu, and they were completely stupid.
In the next second, one of them hurriedly said: “Master Huiyue, the Ouyang family was
arrested by Xia Yinzong. It is said that they were all brought to the main altar of Xia
Yinzong.”
Xia Yinzong?
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Hearing this, Yue Feng couldn’t help frowning secretly.
The Ouyang family and Xia Yinzong have no grievances or enmity. Why did Na Lanqing
arrest the Ouyang family?
At this time, Yue Feng didn’t know that Nalanqing was dead, and he was also blamed
for it.
Under the doubts, Yue Feng did not dare to neglect, turned around and said to Yutong
Xianweng: “Senior, I have very important things to do, I guess I can’t accompany you.”
After speaking, Yue Feng was ready to check out and leave.
Yutong Xianweng wiped his mouth and said, “You invited me to drink and eat. Now that
I have a problem, I can’t just sit back and watch. Let’s go, I’ll go with you!”
Yue Feng was overjoyed, and Yutong Xianweng followed. , even if the Nine Heavens
God comes, don’t be afraid.
…
the other side.
Under the guidance of the Jianghu youth, Princess Dongling quickly arrived near the
Five Poison Sect.

It was already late at night, but Princess Dongling was in a hurry to see Gong Ao, so
she didn’t want to rest at that time. After letting the Jianghu youth leave, she directly
broke into the Five Poison Sect’s main altar.
“Who? Dare to break into the Five Poison Sect’s main altar?”
“Hey, what a beautiful woman…”
As soon as they arrived at the gate of the main altar, the disciples of the Five Poison
Sect who were patrolling nearby found Princess Dongling.
For a while, seeing the graceful appearance of Princess Dongling, all those disciples
were dumbfounded.
beautiful!
This woman is too beautiful, like a fairy descended to earth. No, more charming than
fairies.
That slender waist and long straight legs, this figure is simply too perfect.
Princess Dongling didn’t care about the gazes of these disciples, her icy expression did
not fluctuate in the slightest.
“Release Gong Ao immediately, otherwise, I will raze this place to the ground!” Princess
Dongling’s red lips lightly opened, and her icy voice spread throughout the Five Poison
Sect’s main altar. Her voice was a little soft, but full of majesty.
As the daughter of the Nine Heavens God, with a detached status, naturally she doesn’t
take a small Five Poison Sect in her eyes,
what?
Is she going to save that God’s Domain envoy?
In an instant, the disciples of the Five Poison Sect below were all stunned and looked at
each other in dismay. The beauty in front of me is too loud, but she wants to save the
special envoy of God’s Domain alone?
Seeing that no one responded to her, Princess Dongling suddenly became angry and
raised her jade hand.
hum!

In the next second, a powerful aura erupted from Princess Dongling’s body, and then a
golden light flickered, and the door to the main altar of the Five Poison Sect was
instantly smashed to pieces. Within a hundred meters, a cloud of dust flew up. .
Hiss..
Seeing this scene, all the disciples of the Five Poison Sect couldn’t help gasping for
breath, and they were extremely shocked.
This woman seems to be delicate, but her strength is so terrifying. Just raising her hand
will smash the gate of the main altar dozens of meters high?
Whoosh!
At this moment, two figures came quickly, it was Bai Yunfei and Ji Hongshang.
“Who came here to make trouble?” Ji Hongshang looked at Princess Dongling closely
and gave a coquettish shout.
At the same time, Bai Yunfei also looked up and down Princess Dongling, his face was
indifferent, but his eyes flashed with a strange brilliance.
What a charming beauty.
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Swish!
At this moment, Princess Dongling’s gaze directly locked Bai Yunfei, and said coldly:
“You are that Bai Yunfei?”
Bai Yunfei smiled slightly: “Yes, it’s right here, I don’t know where the beauty comes
from?”
Saying this At that time, Bai Yunfei looked up and down Princess Dongling with a bit of
solemnity in his eyes.
The power of the primordial spirit pervading this beauty is stronger than that of Gong
Ao. It seems that her identity is extraordinary, so she cannot take it lightly.
Phew…
At this moment, the disciples of the Five Poison Sect present held their breaths, their
eyes focused on Princess Dongling, waiting for her answer.

Princess Dongling was suspended in the air, her beautiful face was full of arrogance: “I
am the daughter of the Nine Heavens God, Princess Dongling.”
What?
Hearing this, both Bai Yunfei and the surrounding disciples of the Five Poison Sect were
all stunned.
This….this beauty has such a big background? It turned out to be the daughter of the
God of Nine Heavens….
For a time, the audience was silent, and a drop of a needle could be heard clearly.
Seeing this situation, Princess Dongling’s eyes showed a bit of contempt, and then she
said to Bai Yunfei: “You already know my identity, so quickly release Gong Ao,
otherwise, I will call you dead without a burial. Earth.”
As the daughter of the Nine Heavens God, Princess Dongling has a cold and arrogant
personality, and did not take Bai Yunfei and the people of the Five Poison Sect in the
eye at all.
“Haha…”
Hearing this, Bai Yunfei was stunned for a moment, then chuckled.
To be honest, Bai Yunfei was very surprised after knowing the identity of Princess
Dongling, but after calming down, seeing that there was only Princess Dongling alone,
he felt less panicked.
However, Ji Hongshang next to her couldn’t help it.
“What a big tone!” The
next second, Ji Hongshang came out and shouted at Princess Dongling: “What if you
are Princess Dongling? This is the continent of Kyushu, not God’s Domain.
” You are not qualified!” The
last word fell, and a long sword appeared in Ji Hongshang’s hand, and then her delicate
body flashed, and the long sword stabbed directly at Princess Dongling.
To be honest, if it was before, Ji Hongshang would not have such courage at all. After
all, the other party is Princess Dongling, the daughter of the Nine Heavens God.

But now, Ji Hongshang is backed by Bai Yunfei, and in the forbidden area of the main
altar, there is also the powerful Demon Lord Gone. Under this circumstance, Ji
Hongshang has support in her heart and is naturally fearless.
Overcome!
Seeing Ji Hongshang rushing in, Princess Dongling frowned, her beautiful face showing
a bit of anger, and then she raised her hand, and a dazzling light burst out.
boom!
The next second, the light slammed into Ji Hongshang’s long sword, a loud noise came
out, and Ji Hongshang groaned, and the whole person was shocked and flew out, flying
dozens of meters away. Finally, he fell on the steps at the entrance of the main altar, his
pretty face pale.
What a terrifying power!
Ji Hongshang’s delicate body trembled faintly, staring at Princess Dongling, her heart
was shocked.
“act recklessly!”
Princess Dongling’s red lips lightly opened, and she spit out a few words coldly, then
she stared at Bai Yunfei, and said coldly: “Bai Yunfei, I’ll give you one last chance, hand
over Gong Ao immediately, otherwise, today I’ll let you all be buried with you!”
“I’ll let you all be buried with you today!” The
last sentence was not loud, but it spread throughout the Five Poison Sect’s main altar.
call!
For a time, the entire Five Poison Sect general altar was silent.
The disciples of the Five Poison Sect present all looked at each other in dismay, feeling
the murderous intent pervading Princess Dongling’s body, and all of them felt
inexplicable fear in their hearts.
To be honest, if others said such cruel words, these disciples of the Five Poison Sect
would definitely not help laughing out loud, but Princess Dongling was different, she
was the daughter of the Nine Heavens God.
Not only that, Princess Dongling’s strength is also very strong, and she defeated Ji
Hongshang with one move just now.

call!
At this time, Bai Yunfei’s face also became solemn.
It was the first time that he had received such a threat since he set foot in the arena,
and the other party was still a woman.
“Okay, very good!” In the
next second, Bai Yunfei took a deep breath and looked at Princess Dongling with a halfsmiling smile: “It seems that Her Royal Highness is very confident, then I will take a
good look at it!” The
voice fell, Bai Yunfei urged With the power of the demon soul, the figure rose into the
sky and came straight towards Princess Dongling.
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Princess Dongling’s pretty face was cold, without any hesitation, she directly attacked
and fought with Bai Yunfei in mid-air.
Bang bang bang…
I saw the figures of the two sides constantly shuttle back and forth in mid-air, and the
burst of breath vibrated, causing the situation to change.
At first, Bai Yunfei was full of confidence, but after a few rounds, he felt something was
wrong.
This Princess Dongling, but a daughter’s family, is so tyrannical…
At this time, Bai Yunfei has successfully integrated the power of the devil’s soul, but
against Princess Dongling, he can’t gain the slightest advantage!
hum!
Just when Bai Yunfei was secretly anxious, she saw Princess Dongling’s jade hand turn
over, and a palm flutteringly hit her!
This palm was very slow, but it was in front of him in the blink of an eye, and Bai Yunfei
couldn’t dodge it.
boom!

The next second, the two of them touched their palms and made a dull vibration. Then,
Bai Yunfei trembled, and Ling Kong was knocked back ten steps. His handsome face
was instantly ugly!
Speaking of which, although Bai Yunfei has integrated the power of the demon soul, it
has only been a few months since he obtained the demon soul, and Princess Dongling,
as the daughter of the Nine Heavens God, has practiced for more than a thousand
years. , the background is not comparable to Bai Yunfei.
Mad!
At this moment, Bai Yunfei only felt a tightness in his chest. After Ling Kong stabilized
his figure, he looked at Princess Dongling closely and was furious.
This Princess Dongling is worthy of being the daughter of the Nine Heavens God, and
her strength is too strong.
Frightened, Bai Yunfei quickly landed on the ground and shouted at the surrounding
disciples of the Five Poison Sect, “What are you doing, hurry up and get her to me!”
Bai Yunfei thought about it, since Dongling The princess is so strong, let the Five
Poison Sect consume her first.
wow.
As soon as the words fell, tens of thousands of elite disciples of the Five Poison Sects
rushed into the air and surrounded Princess Dongling.
Seriously, none of these elite disciples of the Five Poison Sect wanted to fight against
Princess Dongling, but there was no way, no one could disobey Bai Yunfei’s orders.
“Fighting alone is not an opponent, so you want to bully the less with more?”
Seeing tens of thousands of disciples of the Five Poison Sect besieging, Princess
Dongling’s beautiful face showed a bit of disdain. The power condensed a white long
sword and met the crowd directly.
Bang bang bang.
Princess Dongling held the white long sword tightly, her figure was agile, and she was
indescribably graceful and graceful. Every time she made a move, a dozen disciples of
the Five Poison Sect would definitely be shot down.
In just a few breaths, the Five Poison Sect disciples who were defeated by Princess
Dongling reached several thousand.

call!
Seeing this scene, Ji Hongshang was frightened and anxious, and whispered to Bai
Yunfei: “Sect Master, you can’t go on like this.”
Bai Yunfei’s face was also extremely gloomy, he thought for a while, and said coldly: ”
Go and bring Gong Ao out!”
Bai Yunfei thought about it, since he couldn’t take down Princess Dongling, he could
only threaten Gong Ao.
When the words fell, Ji Hongshang hurriedly instructed several disciples beside him to
bring Gong Ao, who was tied with five flowers, to the entrance of the main altar.
At this moment, Bai Yunfei did not hesitate at all, and said to Princess Dongling who
was in the air: “Princess Dongling, stop immediately, or you will be responsible for the
consequences!”
Shuh!
Hearing this, Princess Dongling did not stop immediately, but looked towards Bai Yunfei
subconsciously.
Seeing this, Princess Dongling’s delicate body trembled, both surprised and delighted!
I saw that next to Bai Yunfei, several disciples of the Five Poison Sect were holding a
weak figure!
It is Gong Ao!
At this time, Gong Ao, his hands and feet were tied tightly, his face was pale, and his
golden armor was covered with blood.
Seeing this, Princess Dongling felt distressed and even more angry at the same time.
Gong Ao was the special envoy of the Divine Realm, and he was also a well-known
commander in the Divine Realm, but he was tortured like this by Bai Yunfei.
“Princess!”
At this time, seeing Princess Dongling, Gong Ao’s heart was also shocked, and he was
suddenly filled with surprises.
After shouting, Gong Ao’s face was full of shame. He was the dignified commander of
the Divine Realm, but was caught by Bai Yunfei. More importantly, this embarrassed
appearance was also seen by the beloved Princess Dongling.

This, this is so embarrassing.
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While ashamed, Gong Ao was also a little puzzled.
what happened? Isn’t the princess going to have a wedding with Yue Feng soon? Why
did you suddenly come to Kyushu!
“Gong Ao!”
At this moment, Princess Dongling shouted: “I’m here to save you.” The voice fell, and
her delicate body flashed, and she was about to rush down.
“Princess Dongling!”
However, at this moment, Bai Yunfei shouted angrily, then walked over and put his
hand on Gong Ao’s head: “Stop immediately, otherwise, I will abolish his primordial
spirit!”
Shuh!
Seeing this scene, Princess Dongling stopped suddenly, her delicate body trembling.
At this time, Princess Dongling could not wait to kill Bai Yunfei immediately. But she
dared not act rashly. She was deeply in love with Gong Ao, how could she just watch
Gong Ao get killed?
“Bai Yunfei!”
After a few seconds, Princess Dongling calmed down, glared at Bai Yunfei, and
shouted: “Let him go immediately.”
“Haha…”
Seeing her nervous appearance, Bai Yunfei was very proud. He smiled and said, “Your
Highness is so nervous about this Gong Ao. Could it be that he is your lover?”
Hearing this, Princess Dongling’s face flushed and she scolded, “Stop talking nonsense,
how can you let him go?”
“Don’t worry, Her Royal Highness!”
Bai Yunfei said with a playful look on his face, and then thought about it: “Well, do me a
favor, as long as Her Royal Highness can do it, I will let Gong Ao go.”

“What? ” Princess Dongling frowned.
Bai Yunfei smiled slightly and said lightly: “It’s very simple, within a day, you can help
me find a man with pure Yang body, and then grab it and hand it to me. As long as the
princess can do it, I will release Gong Ao.”
When he said this, Bai Yunfei’s face was indifferent, but his eyes flashed coldly.
After the Demon Lord Gone devoured Nalanqing’s pure yin body, he still needed a pure
yang body to truly reshape his body. However, Bai Yunfei sent people to search all over
the Kyushu, but could not find a pure yang body. Because of this, Bai Yunfei had a
headache.
At this time, Princess Dongling was making a lot of trouble in the Five Poison Sect, and
Bai Yunfei immediately thought of asking her to do it for her and find the body of
Chunyang. After all, Princess Dongling, as the daughter of the Nine Heavens God, has
vast supernatural powers. With her presence, she will definitely be able to find the body
of pure yang.
More importantly, as the daughter of the Nine Heavens God, Princess Dongling went to
help the Demon Lord Gone to find the body of pure yang. Once this matter is exposed,
the prestige of the Divine Realm will be greatly damaged.
Pure Yang body?
Hearing this condition, Princess Dongling frowned, and then said with a sigh of relief:
“Okay, I promise you!”
At this time, Princess Dongling still didn’t know that Bai Yunfei was looking for the body
of pure yang in order to let the Demon Venerable Gone reshapes her body, she only
knows that as long as Gong Ao is safe, she will agree to any conditions.
The voice fell, Gong Ao’s body trembled, and he couldn’t help shouting: “Princess don’t
agree.”
“The body of pure yang is to make the devil respect the body, this is no trivial matter,
you must know that once the devil is reborn, Gone If you succeed, the world will be in
chaos…”
Gong Ao’s weak face was full of anxiety when he shouted these words.
As the special envoy of the God Domain, Gong Ao certainly knows what the body of
pure Yang means.
What?

Hearing this, Princess Dongling’s body trembled, and she froze there…
It turned out…. Bai Yunfei wanted the body of pure yang to prepare for the life of the
devil.
“Princess!”
At this time, Gong Ao continued to shout: “Don’t worry about me, go back and report the
situation to Your Majesty, the Demon Lord Gone has left the magic mirror, as long as he
combines the body of pure yang and pure yin The body can be completely reborn.”
“I can’t wait for this matter, my life is not important, the safety of the world is the most
important.”
When he shouted this, Gong Ao’s eyes were full of complexity, and he knew in his
heart, even if the East Princess Ling saved herself, and it was impossible to be
together, because the Nine Heavens God had already promised Princess Dongling to
Princess Dongling.
Moreover, if he traded his own life at the price of the devil’s respect for his life, the Nine
Heavens God would not spare him.
“No…”
But when she heard this, Princess Dongling shook her head desperately, and then
cried, “Gong Ao, why don’t you understand, if you are dead, what’s the point of my life?
” Princess Dongling looked at Bai Yunfei: “Bai Yunfei, remember your words, when I
bring the body of pure Yang, you will release Gong Ao!”
Chapter 3960
Haha….
Bai Yunfei laughed loudly, nodded and said: “Don’t worry, I, Bai Yunfei, count, you only
have half a day, I wish you good luck!”
Princess Dongling stopped talking nonsense, nodded, and immediately rushed Gong Ao
said: “Don’t worry, I will save you!” The voice fell, and the delicate body rose up and
disappeared into the night.
Princess, you are so stupid!
Seeing this scene, Gong Ao was both anxious and moved.

He never thought that Princess Dongling had such deep affection for him that she would
rather go against the principle and save herself.
…
on the other side, God’s Domain.
In the hall of Yuyao Xianyuan, the God of Nine Heavens sat there with a gloomy
expression and a trace of worry.
Tomorrow will be the wedding day of Yue Feng and Princess Dongling, but the God of
Nine Heavens is not happy at all. He is not used to Yue Feng. This time, for the sake of
face, he betrothed Princess Dongling to Yue Feng. How could it be? happy?
Empress Hua Zhao was with her, her beautiful face couldn’t hide her joy.
Unlike the Nine Heavens God, tomorrow is the daughter’s wedding. As a mother, of
course she is happy.
“Okay!”
At this time, seeing Jiutian God’s unhappy appearance, Empress Hua Zhao comforted:
“Your Majesty, this is the end of the matter, don’t be unhappy anymore, you should be
happy for your daughter.” As
she said that, outside the door A maid walked in quickly, looking flustered: “It’s not
good, it’s not good…”
The maid was panting and sweating profusely.
Jiutian God was in a bad mood, and suddenly became angry: “What does it look like in
a panic? What’s wrong?”
The maid almost cried, her voice trembled, and she knelt on the ground: “Your Majesty
is not good, just now The servant delivered the meal to the princess, and found that the
princess’ room was empty, I don’t know where to go.”
After speaking, the maid wiped away a cold sweat and continued: “Then I went to the
room of Yulong’s concubine and found that there was no one.”
What?
Hearing this, both the Nine Heavens God and Empress Hua Zhao’s expressions
changed.
Tomorrow is the big wedding day, Yue Feng and Dongling are gone?

Immediately, Empress Hua Zhao reacted, her brows furrowed, and she asked the maid,
“How are you guarding? Tell me, where are Yue Feng and the princess now?”
The maid trembled and almost cried: “Returning to Niangniang, we searched the room
and the surrounding area, but there was no clue at all. The concubine and the princess
seemed to have disappeared out of thin air.”
Disappeared out of thin air?
Empress Hua Zhao was stunned, her mind was buzzing.
Jiutian God also frowned and looked gloomy. Yuyao Xianyuan is heavily guarded, how
could it disappear out of thin air?
“Your Majesty!”
At this moment, Empress Hua Zhao analyzed: “Yue Feng is the Nine Heavens Profound
Sage. It is not impossible for him to hide his eyes and eyes from Yuyao Xianyuan.
Perhaps, he took Dongling to Kyushu.”
Bang . !
Hearing this, Jiutian God was furious and slammed down the table: “It’s just nonsense.”
After speaking, Jiutian God shouted at the magic soldiers outside the door: “Pass my
decree and order Haotian God to lead the way. An army of 500,000 people will go to the
mainland of Kyushu and be sure to capture Yue Feng and Princess Dongling.”
At this time, the Nine Heavens God was very angry.
No matter why Yue Feng and Princess Dongling left, but the wedding is such a big
thing, such a child’s play, it’s really hateful, if they don’t get them back, what kind of
majesty will there be in the future? How to rule the realm of the gods?
“Obey!”
Feeling the wrath of the Nine Heavens God, the divine soldier outside the door
responded and hurried to pass the word.
…
on the other hand, Xia Yinzong.
In the hall, Nalan Wushuang and Elder Feng were discussing how to catch Yue Feng.

At this time, Nalan Wushuang’s delicate face showed a bit of anxiety, it had been a day,
and there was still no news of Yue Feng.
“Sect Master!”
At this time, Elder Feng said, “Don’t worry, the Ouyang family is all in our hands, don’t
be afraid that Yue Feng won’t show up!” After the
voice fell, Elder Huo couldn’t help but said: “Yes, As long as Yue Feng appears, he will
definitely be called back and forth!”
Swish!
Just as he was talking, he saw two figures, like lightning, descending from the sky.
It was Yue Feng and Yutong Xianweng!
Knowing that the people of the Ouyang family were captured by Xia Yinzong, Yue Feng
didn’t stop for a while, and rushed over directly.

